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December 11, 1.964
SUBJECT:

Supplement to Evaluation of

a/v

Debris

Subseq'Q.ent to the R/V debris eval,~tion letter dated 11/30/64, .additional
orbital temperature information was reieased in pm-TCSD-815l-385 by S.
Caltabiano. Per this pm, minimum orbital temperatures of -190°F were
eXpected to occur over a small segment of the circumference.
By analysis (PIR-SM-8156-475,by L. Arnold, 9/24/63, Secret), with no
yaw.arotind, local shield cracking would be predicted due to an orbit cold
temperature of -l90"F. The cracks would occur close to the saw-cuts,
in a meridonal direction, with the worst cracks occtlring at. the aft-most
saw-cut (port:f.on recovered). Due to the circUmferential telnperature
distribution, the predicted cracks would be confined to the small segment
of the circumference at this cold temperature (approximately 20 degrees of
circmnference). Very few cracks in this region wO'Qld be expected since they
. 'muld relieve the local stress levels as they occur.
The minimum temperature region was located on the debris and the cracks
examined for charring along the edges down to the phenolic glass. Only one
such crack was found in this regio~ and upcm examination of the rest o:f tb.e
shie14 circumference, only two or three other similar cracks could be fo~d,
randomly spaced around the circumference. Mpst of the cracks still had
virgin material at the base next to the phenolic glass, indicating that these
cracks occured during the latter portion or subsequent to the re-entry heating
period.
.
Based on the analytical predictions and on the fact that several cracks had charring
along the edges doWn to the phenolic glass, the conclusion is reached that these
cracks occured in orbit. The random locatiops probably occured due to the fact
that the vehicle was stabilizedinorbit for only the first four or five days.
F.or theremain·ing days in orbit, the vehicle was probably tumbling. If, during
this latter ttme, the vehicle was stabilized for t4ree to five orbits, other
portions of the circumferelJ.ce could also have been subjected to this cold
temperature, thus producing the additional cracks. In any event, these merldio~l
cracks, local to the saw-cuts, produced by in orbit cold temperatures, are not
cOnSidered· detrimental to the over-all flight capability of the shield sys~em.

CC:

A.M. Garber, 3oDo Stewart, T. Shaw, R. Lawit, A. Poche, J.C. Bailey,
B. Edigbo££er, and P. Wisler.
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